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johannes lindemann is a composer based in hamburg, germany. currently
he is working in the field of electronic music. he has been writing music
since the age of 12. one of his main interests is in creating interesting and
inspiring sounds. it all started with yamaha cs-80 and ppg wave, these
early days were full of improvisation and things that often led to bad
habits. so, he decided to find the perfect tool for creating music and sound
effects. after a while, he couldn't resist the urge of buying an 8-bit
synthesizer. he also wanted something portable and therefore he could
carry it around with him. he bought a roland cs-20 and a roland as-1.
together, they inspired johannes to create an unique collection of sounds
and presets. after a while, he moved away from the roland tc-20 to a korg
nano p. he still use the korg nano p and the korg nano p+ for composing
and programming new sounds. paul dickinson is a composer/musician
based in los angeles, california. he has been writing music since he was 4
years old and composing since he was 15 years old. in addition to
composing, he has been performing and recording music since 1998. his
first major project was writing songs for michael turner of the bouncing
souls in 1998-1999. since then he has written for many indie and unsigned
bands around the west coast. good news for those who dig bass, there are
both a low sub and mid sub model in the library. the sub-range is also
expandable, and you can go from mono to 3-band multi-band as the
required number of bands increases, which may be handy for the master
dsp. there's also a modeller and a resonator, which, as the name suggests,
offer non-linear resonances and the decay time can be adjusted up to half
a second. however, a choice of 24 or 32 aliased waveforms is also
available. the envelope module is top-notch, offering a patchable envelope
follower with slope control, rate and shape, and the midi/osc syncable
option. the filter module isn't particularly exciting, but it performs just as
well for the expected level of user and it's also expandable in number of
bands and poles, although this comes with a tradeoff in timbre. the vibrato
module, despite its name, is rather basic and will perhaps disappoint those
looking for more than the ride options available. however, a 'default' noise
generator is included, which has enough versatility to work as its own
destination. the pitch module offers octave leaps and up to five segmented
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scales, which can be shaped via control set and, if you're feeling
adventurous, you can also set the number of step repeats. the modulator
is relatively similar to the mixer of a host software, and also has the
opportunity for modes and portamento. the sequencer allows you to
sequence up to eight parts, which can be edited individually or selected
together and the incoming notes are synced at a rate of 8 bars/beat.
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There are four effects on the right: chorus, flanger, vibrato and reverb, and
these effects can be sync'ed to the host software. Although the options

aren't exactly wide open, they work with both analog and digital
processing in obvious ways, and if you're looking to get more mileage out

of Ultra Analog, this is the place to start. The only problem with the
interface is that the display of the Ultra Analog plug-in window itself is a bit
unsightly. It's much better in terms of overall presentation than the default
drop-down menu and that's the case even if you don't have the supplied

VST plug-in installed. By any chance you use Nuendo, Ultra Analog is quite
easy to install and operate with the Nuendo Control Panel. The most

frequent and tedious process of fine-tuning went down in the AAS quarters.
Each and every sounds of the legacy Ultra Analog VA-2 library went under
the eyes of all team members to exit with a consistent gain-stage, unity-

gain effects, better dynamics, and compelling real-time sound
transformation assignments to take advantage of the new features of Ultra
Analog VA-3. Thats an extra 648 solid sounds in your hands. For the actual
collection of sounds and effects, Ultra Analog makes the old legacy sounds
of the '90s sound modern. There are three choices of filters, with the usual
choice of High Pass and Low Pass filter. Ultra Analog from AAS is a powerful
and flexible analog synthesizer. It’s easy to access the sonic range and get
the right sound with the perfect parameters, and many of the parameters
can be tweaked by following any sound you want. Real-time control and

accurate wave shaping make this synthesizer a blast. 5ec8ef588b
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